Minutes of Capital Review Committee Meeting  
Tuesday, October 23, 2001  
Room 123 Jesse Hall

Attending:  Brady Deaton (co-chair), Chris Koukola, Michael Nolan, Cathy Scroggs, Scott Shader 
Gary Smith, Robert H. Smith and Alan Warden

Absent:  Mark Bresnahan, Jim Bunton, Kee Groshong (co-chair), David Housh, Michael 
Middleton, Benyamin Schwarz and Bruce Walker

The meeting began at 1:30 p.m. and the following agenda items were discussed.

1.  Research Reactor Security Barrier – Ralph Butler and Kiratadas Kutikkad

Ralph Butler began the meeting by giving an overview of the security situation currently in place at the Research Reactor, given the heightened security due to the bombings. Butler explained that he feels confident that the measures to secure the internal workings within the Reactor Building have been taken. The request by Butler to CRC is to make the exterior access to the Research Reactor more secure especially when it comes to stopping any vehicular threats to the Reactor. Butler asked CRC to approve installing an eight foot high fence around the Reactor and its cooling tower, four foot high bollards in front of the Reactor, two new gates with proxy detectors in front of the north and south parking lots, a new guard house at the south parking lot entrance and a new drive way entrance to be constructed to allow access to the Greenhouse and Science Instrument Shop, which is now accessed from the Reactor parking lot. Butler further stated that the Reactor has the money to complete this project.

Recommendation: CRC approved the security upgrades to the Research Reactor as requested.

2.  Space Planning Advisory Committee Recommendation for Hill Hall – Scott Shader

Scott Shader handed out a Space Request form from Dr. Michael Warnock, Sponsored Programs, requesting the assignment of room 312 in Hill Hall for use as a satellite office for Sponsored Programs. Room 312 Hill Hall was formerly an IATS computer lab that was given back to the campus for re-assignment. Attached to the handout was a supporting letter from Dr. Barbara Townsend, Associate Dean, from the College of Education. Shader mentioned that the Space Planning Advisory Committee has endorsed this request and is asking CRC for approval.

Recommendation: CRC approved the space assignments in Hill Hall as submitted.
3. **Relocation of Stop Sign at Hitt and Rollins – Larry Edwards on behalf of Alan Warden**

   Larry Edwards distributed a hand-out indicating a request to move the Stop sign on the west side of Rollins Street at the intersection of Hitt and Rollins, further west, to clear the north leg of Hitt. This request, if approved by CRC, will have to go to the City of Columbia for approval. The reason the sign is being relocated, is due to 27 accidents occurring between January 1, 1999 and December 2000 at that intersection.

   **Recommendation:** CRC approved the relocation of the Stop Sign as submitted.

4. **General Site—Replace Northeast Substation – Larry Edwards on behalf of Alan Warden**

   Larry Edwards distributed a handout and showed CRC a rendering that indicated the need to construct a new Northeast Substation in the former location of the Physics Building Cooling Tower, to replace the old substation in the basement of the Memorial Union Tower basement. This project will also supply power to the new Life Sciences Center.

   **Recommendation:** CRC approved the project as submitted.

5. **Miscellaneous Item**

   A) CRC welcomed Mr. Robert H. Smith. Mr. Smith is replacing Julie Moore as the Staff Advisory Council Representative.

   The meeting adjourned at 3:00 p.m.